
PARACAS FULL DAY TOUR
Lima - Paracas - Lima

www.peruhop.com

5:30am - 6:00am
Pick-ups in Lima - We pick up directly from hostels and hotels for safety and comfort. If staying in an Airbnb just email us. Your 
booking confirmation (ticket) will show you your exact pick-up time (depends on where you are staying!)

Ballestas Islands
2 hour boat tour of the islands. The Ballestas are a smaller version 
of the Galapagos, and just as great. You’ll see sea lions, penguins 
and lots of birds all in there natural habitat. If you’re lucky, you may 
even see a dolphin or three!

6:00am - 10:00am
Direct bus to Paracas, a beautiful small town by the sea.

4:00pm
Depart Paracas. Meeting point is Frayles Residencial Hotel.

10:00am - 12:00pm

Paracas National Reserve
Guided tour of one of South America’s biggest protected desert 
reserves. Stunning Pacific coastline where desert meets ocean.

2:00pm - 4:00pm

Secret Slave Tunnels
Visit Hacienda San Jose and discover the jaw-dropping secret 
tunnels. Once used to smuggle slaves, these tunnels can be found 
below the hacienda, where you will also learn about a darker side to 
Peruvian history.

5:00pm
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10:30pm
Luxury bus arrives back to Lima. Sit back and relax on the comfortable seats while you enjoy a movie onboard (e.g Mrs. Doubtfire / 
Forrest Gump / etc.). Or lay back and have a relaxing nap! You will be dropped off directly to your hotel/hostel upon arrival to Lima.

What’s included What’s not included
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- Private luxury touristic bus transport
   - Hotel pick ups and drop offs
   - Onboard bilingual Hop guide
- Ballestas Islands Tour in Paracas
- Paracas National Reserve Tour in Paracas
- Secret Slave Tunnels Tour in Chincha
- ALL taxes and costs- other tour companies DON'T  
include these fees in prices

- Food


